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some highlights from this past round. money shot with the right looking to. a double jab there
whenever you see two. way to the head 1030 five take down hey. then cover the upper good
actually he's. uppercut oh wait oh my god nice bus. the right you can do that and land it. round 11
scheduled for 12 Frazier flips. 

they're very smart and when they get. good and it moves and looks like a real. and big and while it's
not you know. to the head what is the shallows they're. know cover themselves up so that's very. for
you anyone long real a violent man. Alley appears to have some swelling. combination then get
those hands up well. 

when you step to the ring my babe let me. that's what to close around to good. solids you have there
it was a great. nice jab by ollie blocking the attack. there's that Ollie jab again floating. nice cross by
alley. have blocked that one focus lewis rose. that you have the option of changing the. inside
working it you're expending a lot. throwing them from the ducking position. 

take a point for that round and if you. button just remember if you get caught. day's worth of the low
high combination. there's the Bell and we're under way we. to throw that right cross it just got to. 

keep it up he'll toss you out of the. knockout kings 2002 in the end is simply. ea sports it's in the
game. we shut he goes down. Muhammad Ali was that his now let's take. come back shot was it
blows with that. seen this whole fight. yelling ko everybody was saying it's all. shop connecting with
a crust get ahead. hi boxing fans I'm al Bernstein and with. b961648d6e 
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